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Abstract 

Transmission system and network analogies to 

geophysical forward and inverse problems. Applications 

to one, two, and three dimensional problems. The 

use of network theorems in developing reciprocity and 

sensitivity relationships that simplify the calculations 

for solving the inverse boundary value problem. 
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Introduction 

In the course of our studies of the electromagnetic 
environment of the earth, ionosphere, magnetosphere system 
we have been led several times to numerical solutions of 
potential or wave propagation problems. The numerical approach 
was necessary because of the complicated geometry. In all 
cases, the equations were analogous to transmission systems. 
These systems have a special form and their difference . 
equation approximations are analogs of networks which also 
have special simple forms. Since both transmission systems 
and networks have been extensively analysed, one can apply 
very useful and powerful concepts, which have been developed 
for them to the geophysical problems which are their analogs. 

All these matters are essentially well known and thus 
this report does not represent new ideas. The wide applicabil
ity of these ideas to geophysical problems, and the fact that 
this electrical engineering orientation is not the typical 
orientation of geophysicists leads the- author to hope that 
this report will be of use to other geophysicists. 

These ideas were presented to a small group of graduate 
students in a mini-course during an independent study period 
this January. For the sake of completeness, a certain amount 
of background material was also presented, and this material 
has also been included in this report. 

The first chapter reviews the analytic solutions to 
systems of first order equations. One dimensional field 
problems fall in this class of equations. A special form 
of these equations are transmission line equations, and the 
transformation rules to reduce the equations to this form 
are developed. Transmission line. impedances are defined 
and the general reflection and transmission laws are shown 
as well as the Riccatti equation which gives the change of 
impedance with position. 

The second chapter extends the discussion of impedance 
concepts and shows how these lead to simple approximate 
treatments of propagation in slowly varying waveguides which 
are an improvement over the WKB approximations. 

The third chapter considers the analogy between trans
mission system equations and the current-voltage relation
ships of networks. Since the topology of the network is 
different than that of the physical space being represented 
these analogies can be applied to field equations whose vectors 
do not have the divergenceless and curl free properties of 
network currents and voltage drops. Examples are shown for 
electromagnetic, seismic, and potential problems in one, two, 
and three dimensions. An error analysis of the lumped circuit 
approximation is also given. 
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The fourth chapter is a short review of basic network 
analysis. It also discusses some practical methods of dealing 
with rectangular networks. Such networks are analogs of two 
dimensional field problems. 

The fifth chapter deals with Telegen's theorem and some 
of its implications concerning reciprocity. These relation
ships are applicable to the fields for which the networks 
were analogs. The use of these reciprocity relationships 
in simplifying the algorithms for solving the inverse problems 
of determining the internal physical parameters from boundary 
measurements is also demonstrated. These simplifications 
make the inversion of two dimensional problems practical. 

The last chapter reviews some basic concepts of matrix 
analysis and discusses their application to the uniqueness 
and incompatability problems that arise in the inverse boundary 
value calculations. 
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Chapter I. Analytic Solutions of 1st Order Equations 

The basic equations that describe the behaviour of physical 
systems are almost invariably first order equations. The second 
order equations which are so familiar in, classical physics result 
from eliminating variables of the original set of equations. A 
certain amount of information is hidden in the second order equations, 
and since the first order equations are readily adaptable to numerical 
solutions, there are advantages in staying with the original equations. 
In Table 1 is shown examples of such systems of equations that are 
common to geophysical applications 

Table 1. Examples of systems of 1st order equations 
rVlP .: - F J 

Potential Fields lv,p:: e. 
Heat Flow [f:r ~~.Th-c] 
Acoustics [\1 P -= - e ctJicI 1 

(y. (etJ) ~- e i( ?> P /OT J 
E • M • (~ "I_ E =- - ~ i3/'!) r 1 

V ~ Ii ~ '7 E +- & ,,[/"Jr J 
One Dimensional Problems 

If the medium parameters do not depe~9 on x, y, or t, one 
can tr~nsform out thes~ dimensions as (l.'jfl lI~)C -x +dt~~ - i.wf). T~us the 
operat~ons of 0/0;< ,""-O{21'; , and ()/~'C are replaced by liz')( I lit';) 
and -L~ ,and the resu ting equations only involve derivatives with 
respect to z. The equations can be written in the form 

HZ = 

E = 
Z 

(j' = 

H 

E 

H 

E 

x 

Y --
y 

X 

or 

I - it o (f + l )f!pc,.; 
-~W1- ~\/(jl 0 

0 i.k.k~ Itw 
k. k~/U-I 0 

Matrizant or Propagator Matrix 

(1.1) 

(Gantmacher, 1960; Frazer, Duncan, and Collar, 1947; Gilbert 
and Backus, 1966) 

A formal solution of (1.1) can be given as (dropping source 
terms) 
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-:c 

xli) - x (r,,) + J~o A (l i) X (l i) J 1. (1.2) 

X('t l ) can be expanded in the same way to give 
~ f i., 

X(1)::: xL1o) + }:roA(t,)[XCZ.)+ ioA(ll)X(h) !t2] J~I 
This can be continued by expanding X(~Jetc. until we have 

'Jet:) = Jl=l' xCC- o) 
~o 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

where -t 1: 

J1 t - E + r Ai1 .) Jz, t ~ AL~I) f A (-h)dtl hi -t ... 
=to io -to lc 

(1.5) 

Equation (1.5) converges for all finite valued A. If A is finite 
then from (1.1) we have that X is continuous and therefore 

.51 or = Jl t Jl. ~i 
~o II ~o 

(1.6) 

If sources are present (1.1) becomes 

c1x/cl1 :: Ax + 5 (l.la) 

The sources cause a change in X and these changes must be included 
in (24) and give, C ~ 

X (1:) ~ 51;" X(1o) + f~ Jlt , seC.) J t-, (1.7) 

For homogeneous media A is a constant matrix and (1.4) can be 
integrated to give 2 2, 

Jl = E -+ A lit + A!:l1: /2 ~ 1- • ~~ 
Dr Jl::::- eA~t 

(1.8) 

From Sylvester's theorem 

e/\ll"l - ,2 eAl6l IT . < (A E -A )/'TT " . ( As -) t ) 
- - t::: 1 51 t 5 51t 

(1.9) 

where A i. are the eigenvalues of A. 
From (1.9) we see that the eigenvalues of A are related to the 
propagatipn constants of the medium. This can also be demon~trated 
by considering (1.1) and looking for solution of the form elk~. 

From dX/ J.. t: ::~ A X (l.l} 

we look for k values such that 

Lk X = Ax 
Therefore the allowable ik values are by definition equal to A 
the eigenvalues of A. 

The eigenvectors of A therefore describe the polarization 

(1.10) 
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of the characteristic waves of the medium. If two different 
media which abut each other have A values with similar eigenvectors 
then a wave from one media can continue into the other media without 
reflections since the common polarization will satisfy the continuity 
of X condition. 

In some problems critical levels appear 
These cause discontinuities in the solutions. 
the singularities are of the form 

where A has a singularity 
For the cases where 

A =- B/{~-~o) 

one can obtain solutions from the integral matrix 

U :: (:t_t~)B 

since clU/al:: Btl/Ci-t6 ) 

Multilayered Media Approximations 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

A common approximation method used in geophysics is to rep
resent the media as made up of layers, each one of which has constant 
properties. The properties of each layer are described by the values 
of the A matrix which are averages of the actual values 

A l := (1/ ll. ~ l) f'l'l:·t.tL A J.1 (1.14) 

The approximate matrizant is then given from 1.8 as 

Jl'ln:: eAmb~meAIl1R. •.. eA1D"l1. 
=l\ 

The Transmission Line Form 

The 

Consider a 2x2 system 

VI ._ [Ail /;11- J V 
I' /\2i A 1.2.1 I -' ..1 

V ,_ ciV / J 1: 

_ all J t 
eigenvalues of A are given as 

A = (Tr ::r (T/ - 4 (A II A u - A Il A 2 I ) )'12 ) / 2. 
Tr = Trace of A 

(1.15) 

1.16) 

(.1.17) 

If the trace is zero, the eigenvalues are equal, but of opposite 
sign. 
The eigenvectors can be represented by their VII ratios 

vlT ::: (Trt (T/-4(AuAn-/-\il/~11))VZ - 2Au )/2A zi (1.18) 

Even if the trace is zero, the eigenvectors can be different unless 
the diagonal terms are both zero. This is the form that aIEcalled 
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transmission line equations. 
we have 

Setting A 12 = - z and A2l - - y 
i-_Z'T V - -

II :: -- y V 
Z represents an impedance per unit length along the line 
represents a leakage conductance. 
From (1.17) 

)2::;ZY=-k k = propagation constant 

From (1.18) 

viI :: (Z/y) YZ = K K = characteristic impedance 

(1.19) 

and Y 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

The diffexence equation approximation of (1.19) are voltage and 
current equationS for a network which is called the lumped circuit 
approximation of the transmission line. Such a circuit is shown 
in Figure 1. 1. 

, I 
Z LJ'l 

) 

1 
~ }YAl v 

t 
Fig. 1.1 Lumped circuit representation of transmission line 

One should notice that the current in the network is a divergence
less vector, while the actual physical field being represented 
by I mayor may not be divergenceless. The transmission line actually 
brings another dimension into the problem, the direction away from 
the line to ground, and this allows one to visualize the current 
as divergenceless. Th~is a necessary step to making a network
analogy, as networks involve divergenceless currents. 

Transformations into Transmission Line Equations 

If we consider a more general 2nx2n case then All' A12 
etc. will be nxn matrices and V and I will be nxl 
vectors. In seeking transmission system equations (1.1) can be 
written as 

V/-AIfV 
J I - A2lI 

(1.22) 
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We seek a transformation 

such that 

From (1.23) we can write for (1.24) 

V i._ A H V := C l i3 i V I -t- C I B;'V 
.1'- 1\1)1 ~ Cl Blol' + c2 B; I 

These equations are satisf~ed by . _' - T 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

(1.25) 

C, := 6,- i /' 13:;:: - B i A Ii or (6.') I = - A: i 6. 
I (T'" T (1.26) 

C2::: Bi i f~~:;- B2/h.L Of f3~)I= -14.22- 82 

In order to keep U and.J continuous when V and I are con~ 
tinuous, Bl and B2 must be continuous. The solution for B,i 

and BI is another matrizant problem, but it is of a smaller size 
because All and A22 are submatrices of A. 

The transformed equations become 
t.J'/:: Bj AI2 8;' 9 
3 i ~ (32 All 8;- I ()' 

(1.27) 

Impedances and Reflection and Transmission Coefficients 

The transmission line form guarantees the same propagation 
constant for up and down going waves in a homogeneous media and 
the same polarizations, except for a change of sign in the current 
variables relative to the voltage variables. This was demonstrated 
for the 2x2 case, but it also holds for the general form as well. 
If we seek solutions of (1.19) with e~t dependence we are led to 
the shifted eigenvalues problem (Lanczos, 1960) 

[VJA = -Z [11 
[IJA -= -y[v] (1.28) 

...1\..::: [AJ {J .Ai. = eigenvalues (1.28a) 

[v]: [Vi ", Vn] Vi.' = voltage eigenvector (1.28b) 

[IJ:[l
j 

"1.,1 J.. t = current eigenvector (1.28c) 

From (1.28) we can write 

[vJ.~:: -z [rJ,j\. :; zy [vj (1.29) 
[l]N ~ - 'y'[\1J A - vz [I - J 

2.. 
At are eigenvalues of ZY or YZ (1.30) 

... V ] 
If Ai. is an eigenvalue of (1.28) and l r: an eigenvector 
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rV~J then - A~ is also an eigenvalue and L-I.. an eigenvector 

as can be proven by direct substitution in (1.28). This proves 
the contention made above concerning the similarity of up and 
down goin~~solutions for transmission equations. If we consider 
Lv] and LI] to be the eigenvectors associated wi th the positive 
eigenvalues (positive imaginary part) we can define a characteristic 
impedance as 

1<0 gives us the relationships between V and I for forward 
propagating solutions. As an example 

if V: [VI' IIn1 [d~) then ]: [II"'] n 1 [1:) 

(1.31) 

k'o I = [V] [I ([1] [u] - [V 1 [0.] =- V (1.32) 

At a bound~ry between different media one must expect reflections 
to be set up unless the characteristic impedances of the two media 
are identical. 

Let incoming fields be 

reflected fields (1.33) 

transmitted fields 

define reflection coefficient matrix as 
"+ •. . ·V;- = I< l R I i (1.34a) 

and transmission coefficient matrix as 

T+ -T"T;- \}"+ I"T-,i" 
.J..z::" -, v2.. =- ~z. -I (1.34b) 

\A.7here K', = (1<'0) of medium 1, 1<'2..: (K,,) of medium 2 

From the continuity of V we have 

k I"" i< \ R!: I<"z T (1.35a) 

and from the continuity of I we have 

E - R = T, E = Identity matrix (1.35b) 

The solution of (1.35) gives us 

-1 -1 
R = Kl (K2-Kl ) (K2+Kl ) Kl (1.36) 

-1 
T = 2(K2+K1 ) Kl 

If the characteristic impedances are identical, R goes to zero 
and T becomes an identity matrix. 
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Riccatti's Equation 

ko was the characteristic impedance of a uniform medium. 
One can also define an impedance for a non-uniform system, but 
this impedance will depend on the termination impedance and it 
will also be a function of position. 

c. "\ Let t~e terminatiop be ass~ciated with a set of eig~nvectors 
V _ and [..1 J so that k,..:: [V] [111. From the changes in [V] and 

1J as we progress away from the termination we can trace out 
the changes in the impedance found looking back down at the ter
mination 

clk/dt ~ (J[V]/Ih)[rr' + [v] (H1f';.h) 
(1.37) 

since r IJr] .- i :- [ and cl E / & 1 =: 0 

(1 eX] .'j J 1 ~ - [I] -I ( d [1] / ~ t ) [1 ) _.) 
d l( / a ~- -' Z [r ] [11-- \ + lv J [1 J -I Y rv J II ] -1 

we have 

using (1.19) 

or cll< / J. l ~ .- Z -+ l< y K (1.38) 

Equation (1.38) is called Riccatti's equation. It is non-linear 
but of smaller dimensions than the original set of 1st order 
equations and can' be used effectively for numerical solutions. In 
many geophysical problems knowing the impedance is all that is 
required. 

Perturbations 

In many problems one may have a solution for one particular 
environment but one wishes to find an approximate solution for a 
slightly different (perturbed) environment. Let the known solution 
be X and the environment is represented by A 

from Xl=: AX we have X ("2-).= Jl~o X Ct G) 
The desired solution for an environment represented by ( A + 8A 
is (X +~.x ) 
ignoring products of small quantities 

Jl
"I n'~ 

llX ~ to.6X (l .. ~) + fjJlto X (~o) 

we have 

from (1.7) 

(1.39) 

(1.40) 

(1.41) 

(1.42) 
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Chapter II. Mode Impedances in Slowly Varying Waveguides 

The transformation of our equations into a transmission 
line form was really a process for finding current and voltage 
like variables in the physical system. These one dimensional 
concepts are also applicable as approximations to a class of 
two dimensional problems, which involve slowly varying wave
guides. 

In finding waveguide solutions one solves a boundary 
value problem in one dimension, say the Z direction, with 
certain impedance conditions at the end faces. These con
ditions can only be satisfied for certain kx values for any 
given uJ and the solutions at theseW and kx values are 
called modes. When the boundary conditions reflect back all 
the energy the modes have Z variations that have certain 
orthogonal properties and these modes are called normal modes. 
In any case, the mode geometries are quite distinctive and 
independent even when they are not normal modes. If the 
waveguide should change its properties slowly as a function 
of X, the direction along the guide, one would expect slow 
variations in the mode configurations and one should be able to 
patch solutions together along X without much mode-mode 
coupling. In such situations one no longer has to keep track 
of the details of the Z dependence of the solutions, but 
one can treat each node as entity whose propagation in the 

X direction can be described by a one dimensional system. 
For certain simple geometries this can be done exactly, and for 
many practical problems this can be done approximately, but 
in every case one must choose the proper averages of the 
actual field parameters to be the current and voltage variables. 
Even if mode-mode coupling becomes important one can still use 
this concept, but in order to compute the coupling coefficients 
one must look at the details of the Z dependence of the modes. 

Perturbation techniques allow us to find the variations 
in the propagation constant for a mode due to small variations 
of the media, and one can use this information to make a 
WKB approximation. One cannot correctly predict the effect 
of partial reflections, however, until one has defined a 
proper mode impedance. The transmission line analogy to the 
mode propagation gives us such an impedance and is therefore 
in this sense more powerful than the WKB approximation. 

As an introduction to these ideas let us consider an 
acoustic problem in spherical coordinates with no e or ¢ 
dependence. The equations for this case are 

"0 Pie' (:: l (.~ e if r "0 U,. /0 ( ::, - 2 lJ( I ( + ~ w k' P 
J 

Using 1.26 we can formally transform these equations to a 
transmission line form wi th / . 1../ 4-

B,::; 1 J 132 ;; 2f32/r . ~t1,. D,) = r (0 

From (:;;~)[~~;,:t~:J =~:Kr2/(~wer~/(j [r:r/(oj 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 
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This represents a transmission line with a propagation constant 
equal to W (eK)YZ. ,but a variable characteristic impedance equal 
to r~4 (@/t<)iILI r 2.. • The variable impedance as a function of 
r alters the propagation and leads to the spherical bessel 

function solutions. 

One could have written (2.2) more directly by looking for 
the current like and voltage like variables. In the acoustic 
problem total flow is the proper current like variable, since this 
has the property of being divergenceless unless the pressure is 
varying. This implies a variable proportional to f2 Ur which is 
the form we have in (2.2). Pressure is a proper voltage like 
variable since it will have no gradients in the absence of any 
accelerations. A further check on the choice of variables can be 
made by seeing if the product of the current and voltage variables 
correctly gives the energy flow. 

Thus in our acoustic example we would write for the divergence 
of matter flow 

cl(4Hr'-Ur)/«ir:: LlnrZi£JKP (2.3a) 

and for the gradient of pressure 

(1 P / cl r =: i tJ e u ( =- l we (4H (2.u( ) /4 IT (L (2. 3b) 

These equations are equivalent to (2.2) 

If one considered acoustic propagation in a cylindrical 
wedge one would use (~r as a current variable and P as a 
voltage ,variable. The characteristic impedance would then become 

(elt< yh / r and this leads to cylindrical bessel function solutions. 

As another example consider electromagentic waves propagating 
in a cylindrical wedge with an Eo I H~ and no i: dependence (Figure 
2.1). With perfectly conducting walls, there should be no Er on 
the walls. From the integral form of Maxwell's equations 

~~ 
~ 

Figure 2.1 Wedge Geometry for EM Waves 

and using E r :: 0 one car: ~ri te di:rectly 

cl ( r ~e.l:e ) / t1~ ': },~W r DB, H ~, .',', r" • (2.4) c.l H~/J,r .=: lfeJ Ee = (tfW/(il& )(rLl<t,l&) 
which is in the transmission line form. In this problem since H~ 
is proportional to actual radial electric current in the walls of 
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the guide it is natural to take H~ as a current like variable. 
Since it is r~e[e which must be conserved in the absence of time 
variations of h~it becomes the voltage variable. The voltage 
could also have been determined from considering the energy flow 
which is r he Ee H; 

These results were arrived at easily because we were using 
the natural coordinate system for the particular geometry. From 
these examples, however, we can see how to go about setting up 
these analogies from the physics of the problem. Since V and I 
are constant along a transmission unless some I and V is 
present, the physical parameters chosen to be represented by V 
and I must have the same property. A further check is provided 
from the energy flow since V~~represents the total energy flow. 
Knowledge of other features of the problem such as the propagation 
constant can be used to simplify the determination of the trans
mission line equations. 

As an example of a slightly more complicated case, let us 
consider a higher order mode proble~. New components will appear, 
but we can still use a transmission line analogy. For a simple 
EM waveguide we will have 

E~.'\. Co"){~lt) 
H.-J ~ (c') ( h t ) (2. 5) 

t). ," 5 i n L kl t ) 

For 
for 

a given guide at a given frequency we would determine a value 
k~ which turns out to be~ 

tz~ -= k1. - ~l: 
Our equations for studying the x propogation are 

a El -lox = -!'pw ~ + ~ t)(/Ot 

~ H 1 la){ = - lEW l::. ~ 

From our previous discussion of current and voltage variables 
we would choose 

From (2.6b) we have 

T ::: H~ · width 

V = E ~ . height 

ctII clx = - ( t f: W · width/height) V 

(2.6a) 

(2. 6b) 

(2.7) 

(2. Sa) 

The presence of a )EV~~term in (2.6a) must be accounted for in 
our transmission line equations. We have already determined Rx 
however, and since 

(1.20) 
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and since Y' is given in (2.8a) we can write 

dV/dx = (k; j'LtW )(he'1hT/~\~clth).T (2 . 8b) 

As a check on this result let us consider a wedge waveguide. In 
this geometry 

R1 becomes n IT Ire 
k)(. becomes (k2._ (non- Ir {9 )"l )ifL 

height becomes re 
and width stays constant. Equations (2.8a) and (2.8b) can thus be 

wr i t ten V I = (( 1x'L _ ))2,/( 2. ) r e / i t t.J ') 1 
T I ,- - ( i £ LJ / ({j ') V ( 2 • 9 ) 

where iJ-= nITle 
Eliminating V from these equations we have 

r'1.. T 1/ + r I I + (rt r Z _ V 1 ).1 =: 0 (2.10 P 

The solutions of (2.10) are Bessel functions of order ~ which is 
the correct solution for a wedge guide 

.-' / '~9 

Fig. 2.2 Tapered Waveguide Made up of Wedge Sections 

If we connect together wedge sections to make a variable height 
waveguide we can use equation (2.8). The variable transmission 
line solutions will not be ex~ct solutions of the tapered waveguide as 
the wavefront cur~atures are not exact~y equa~ at the taper junct~ons, 
but as long as .60 h « wavelength, the errors will be small. From 
(2.8) and (1.21) we have as the mode impedance 

1< = (k)' / f- W ) ( h e l ~ h r / vJl J. t h ) (2.11 ) 

For zero'th order modes one can have wavelengths much longer 
than the height of the guide and it is thus possible for the impedance 
to change appreciably in distances less than a wavelength without 
violating the conditions for little mode-mode coupling. 
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Chapter III. General Transmission Systems and Network Approximations 

One Dimensional Cases 

From the transmission line equations 

dV/dZ = - ZI 
dI/dZ = - YV 

(1.19) 

one can obtain a simple difference equation approximation 

~ V = - ZI 
AI=-YV 

(3.1) 

Equation (3.1) can be represented by a ladder network as shown 
in Figure (1.1). This ladder can be considered the cascading 
of a string of 4 port networks. Examples of T and IT networks 
representing (3.1) are shown in Figure 3.1. Z is used to 
represent impedances and Y represents admittances. 

Figure 3.1 T and -,-, 

It +:-C~· ~.+ 12-V. Vz 1- '-

Z,= ZlJ.l/2 = 73 
lz =(Yh"l)-i 

~,"--___ o 

y; = YU/2 = Y3 
Yz = (ZMr

l 

network representation of transmission lines 

~ 
0-\ Z 1 ~ 
+ V 

V= ZI I 1 =YV 
y':: Z-I 

Figure 3.2 Current and voltage conventions for network ports 
and elements 

The network sections can be represented by their impedance and 
admittance matrices. 
For the T section the impedance matrix is defined by 

f VI) :: [(Zit Z l ) Z 2 .1 [.1 I "J ( 3 • 2 a) 

lV1 Zz (ZltZ~)J lz 
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For the 1T section the admittance matrix is defined by 

[Ill [( Y1t Y 2 ) - y z. ] 1- V l 1 
1. 2 r -Y2 (Yl ~ Y3 ) Vl (3.2b) 

In the general one dimensional case the current and voltage 
variables are column vectors of several components and the 
impedance and admittance elements are matrices. For those 
cases where the impedance or admittance elements are symmetric 
matrices they can be represented by an arrangement of two ter
minal elements as is shown in Figure 3.3 

T ._(3 

.... VOl.. 

+ 
Figure 3.3 Symmetric 2x2 network element 

The balance of cross-connections values forces the continuity 
of IO( and I ~ in passing through the element and the element 
admittance can be written as 

[ 
~ ~ oJ ::: [y, -y x] Vo<. (3 • 3 ) 

-0 -Yx Yz V(3 
Geophysical Examples of General Transmission Lines 
A. Electromagnetic Waves 

Consider a plane electromagnetic wave propagating through 
a medium whose properties are only functions of z. Assuming an 

e \~)l'X 1- L ~~ ~ -iwl dependence and eliminating Ez and Hz' Maxwell's 
equations take the form 

EX l 0 0 2. I 
. R){ Rl/cr: E ;,uW -R" /er x 

6 0 ' - k)c, k~/<rl -~W+~~/(j E d Ey ! = 
-<r'- i k~ I,pw 

Y (3.4) Qz tkllk'f '!-W H ~ 0 0 H 
Y ! y 

) 

I . 'l. h i 
- l~) it~ 0W (f + iR)?AW 0 0 H ~ H x 1 x 

.; 

(if := (J- lfW 

If we let 

~:l 
and 

[-::1 = V = I (3.5) 



then we have 

with Z = 

and Y = 

dV/dZ = - ZI 
dI/dZ = - YV 

B. Elastic Waves 
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Consider P-SV waves in a media varying only in the z 
d~xX-lW1 

direction and an e dependence 

From 

and 

letting 

we obtain transmission line eguations with 

[t~e lk~l [(lJ/(At~) l~)(A/l/l-t~\) l 
Z = 'lk~ l(.J~J y = lk~VOt~) iwe- i.4k:)l(A)M-)/(~+71j 

(3.6) 

(3.6a) 

(3. 6b) 

(3.9) 

Exact Network Representation of Finite Transmission Line Sections 

Equation (3.1) was an approximation to the transmission line 
equations, and therefore the networks that represented (3.1) 
are also therefore approximate representations of the original 
equations. When the transmission line parameters are constant 
one can use the analytic solutions discussed in Chapter 1 to 
define an exact impedance or admittance matrix for the entire 
transmission line section. 

Let [v] and [I] represent the voltage an~ curre~t eigenvector 
matrices def1ned in equation (1.28) and let a and a be column 
vectors which represent the magnitudes of each eigenvector 
represented in the up-going and down-going waves. 

At Z = 0 we therefore have 

V (z 0) [V] (a + - ) = = VI = + a 

+ - (3.10) 
I(z = 0) = II = [I] (a a ) 
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and at z = z we have 

.A~ + -....ll: -V (z = z) = = [V] (e 0- "1""e a. ) V2 
..A.l: -.A~ (3. 11) 

[I] (e a,+ I(z = z) = -I 2 = -e 0... 

A = eigenvalue matrix (1.28a) 

In (3.11) we have used the sign convention for currents 
at,a port in defining 1 2 . Combining (3.10) and (3.11) we can 
wrl.te 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

gives 
Solving (3.12a) for a+ and a and using this in (3.12b) 

-1 A tan (~lz) 

[
V11 = [IV] ol[-~ 
V2 0 IV~ -1 

- i sin -1 ( i A 1- ~ l I] -1 °Jt IJ (3.l3a) 

or 

, -1 ( 'j ) Sl.n ~Jlz - i tan -1 (LA -l) 0 [ I ] - 12 

o -i tan -1 (tAi) 

[I] +i sin- l (0l~ 

+ i sin -1 (iAl~ [[V]-l 

-1 ~ I - i tan (Lj\.~) ° 
(3.13a) and (3.l3b) define the network impedance matrix and the 
network admittance matrix respectively. 

Comparing equations (3.13) and (3.2) one can identify the 
network section elements and using the identity 

(3.l3b) 

-1 -1 sin (z) -tan (z) = tan(z/2) (3.14) 

we have for a T network representation 

Z2 = -[V] [i sin-1(iAi)] [1]-1 

ZI =Z3 = + [V] [i tan (l At,/2 )] [1]-1 
(3.15) 
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or for a 'IT network representation 

Y2 = -[I] [i -1 'A sin (l, i ) ] [V] -1 

Yl = Y3 = +[I] [i tan ( l.lL ~ / 2 )] [V] -1 

For thin layers when ,A:t -= A A 1; <..<:1 

sin (i.A.llt ) tan(iAA1) :; iAAI 

and from (1.28) we have 

Je' [V]-l = - [I]-l z-l 

)[1 [I]-l = _ [V]-l y-1 

Combining (3.15), (3.17b) and (1.28) we have for T network 

Z2 : y-l/L)~ 

Zl == Z3 ~ Z 1l1/2 

Combining (3.16), (3 .17a) ,and (1.28) we have for IT network 

Y2 .- z-1/6l: 

Yl = Y3 .- Y A1:/Z 

(3.18) and (3.19) are equivalent to the difference equation 
approximation (3.1). 

When we wish to cascade sections it is best to define 

(3.16) 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

a transmission matrix for the network section. This is the 
same as the matrizant or propagator matrix discussed in Chapter 
I, but it can also be derived directly from the impedance or 
admittance matrix. 

The relationships between the impedance, admittance, 
and transmission matrices are given below 

(3.20) 
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~ -, ._ -I ] -'1;" 'T 22- - , 2.1 [YJ -i [ Z] ~ Cr.1- -~IT2;1 Tn ) 
.• , 

-= (3.2la) -1;, '21 

[y] =~ - -r.;';1 _ -I ] [Zr' T.z --I - (3 .2lb) 
(Tl2. I t2 Ta, -i:z.) -Tn Tal 

[ ] {Z2ZZI~ l2\ - Zu 11;1 Z 11 ~ -YI~i )1;\ 1.-
1 

] ,z. 

T rl Zl~ lrt (y~ '(.;''(.1- Y21) -Y~2 y'~' 
(3.2lc) 

- 12 

One can compute the transmission matrix of the cascaded sections 
by matrix mUltiplication of the individual section transmission 
matrices. The overall transmission matrix can then be converted 
into an impedance or admittance matrix, but it is not necessarily 
clear that these matrices will have the symmetry of a simple 

,- or if network. Later it will be shown, as an application 
of Telegen's theorem, that if the individual network elements 
are symmetric then the network impedance or admittance matrix 
must also be symmetric. Thus any finite transmission line 
segment can be represented by a single T or IT segment. 
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Two Dimensional Examples of General Transmission Surfaces 

The concepts discussed concerning transmission lines and 
their network analogs can be extended to higher dimensions 
and it is in these extensions that the ideas developed here 
have their greatest usefulness. In making these extensions 
one must make a more definite distinction between current 
variables and voltage variables, as the vector properties of 
the current variables and the scalar properties of the voltage 
variables become apparent in a way that did not appear in the 
one dimensional case. In fact an example of a transmission 
line analog to a seismic problem was given where stress tensor 
components and velocity components were mixed together. This 
situtation, described in equations (3.8) and (3.9), carne about 
by accident when the y dependence was taken out. 

The general form of tranmission surface or volume 
equations can be given as 

\JV=-ZI 
\J~T ::- - V'V .- I 

or equivalently 

r ~ - Z -I \/V 
\7·1::: -y \/ 

(3.22a) 

(3.22b) 

In equation (3.22) one has gradient operators acting on the 
voltage variables, and divergence operators acting on the 
current variables. An example of a difference equation network 
analog is shown in Figure 3.4. Again it must be stressed that 
the network currents are divergenceless, while the current 
variables in the transmission equations may have a divergence. 
The leakage path through Y introduces another dimension for 

Z", = Z fJX/6 l 

2t=Z Al/LJX 

y -= Y h'X l:ll 

( neTwor~ curren r)x 
1 

Figure 3.4 Transmission surface network analog 

Yx = I;' 
y'r::- Zll 

the network which allows this difference. The voltage and 
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current variables may of course be arrays so that the impedance 
and admittance elements are in general matrix elements. These 
can still be represented by simple two terminal network elements 
as shown in Figure 3.3 whenever the matrices are symmetric. The 
higher dimensionality of the transmission surface allows the 
possibility of anisotropic matrix elements, so that potential 
gradients in one direction can cause current flows in another 
direction. When the anisotropic terms are symmetric they can 
also be represented by balanced cross-connections as depicted 
in Figure 3.3. 

Many field problems have very simple representations as 
transmission surfaces. As an example consider current flow 
in a medium with no conductiv±ty variations in the y direction. 
The basic equations are 

\1\Q=~eJ 
\]·T:: 0 

l~ 
For f :: el~,t) and ~ I J j\.. e ~j 
we have O~/C>X ::: -eT~ 

o~ro:r- =- -eJr 
~J~/o.x + ()J~/~rl = - (tt'11 e) f 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

Figure 3.4 is a network representation of equation (3.24) with 

e AX'IAc:-Z y: = 
Z l =
V -, -

e 6'l!A'X 
( 'R~ / e ) b. -X ~ 1; 

Similar results can be obtained for 
problems. 

heat flow or acoustic 

The seismic equations (3.7) represent a slightly more 
c"mplicat.ed example j but they are of the form of equations 

(3.25) 

(3.22b). The stress tensor components are current component 
variables and the velocity components are voltage variables. 
For the simpler case of no y dependence and no motions in the 
y direction we have 

[p)(xJ ::: -1 /(iw)["+~ 0Jo/Oj: rlJ)(]_lll iW)[ 0 

Prt O.P- L \J~ ft (3.26a) 

(3.26b) 

(3.26c) 
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P
xx 

and P zx represent x directed current variables and 

P xz and P zz represent z directed current variables while 

(J)' and Vt are voltage variables. p 
xx' P xz' and LJ)( form 

one transmission surface system and Pzx ' P zz' and Ui form 

another, but they are coupled together by symmetric terms. 
Figure 3.5 shows the cross-coupling network elements. 

Pxx 

p~x 

Figure 3.5 

o tJx nOde5 
o lfl noJe.s 

~ := "A/LW 

Y2 := JA/iOJ 

Cross-coupling network elements for seismic representation 

The rest of the network appears like the network shown 
in Figure 3.4 with the following values 

Ux 

Table 3.1 
Transmission Surface Network Elements for Seismic Representation 

network 

y = x 

Yz = 

Y = 

((A+9J-)/ iw ) bt:/AX 

()A/iw) l:JX/bl 

LWe~XDt 

Lr ~ network 

CjA-I it.)) ~ll/:lX 

Yz = ((it + ~)/lW) tJX/bt: 

y 
x = 

Y = 

Two Dimensional Curl Operations 

The electromagnetic equations represent a quite different 
case, as curl operation are involved and it is not clear that 
they lead to transmission equations. When the equations are 
confined to two dimensions, however, one can re-define field 
variables so that a curl operation becomes a divergence operation 
on the new variables, and thus transform Maxwell's equations 
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into transmission equations. ~k 

Maxwell's equations in two dimensions with an e ~~ field 
dependence and no ~ variation in the third dimension can be 
written as 

i. ~'t Ei - () Ed 'Ot= 0 w I-I)C. 

OEX/Vi -~E~ / IJx = !f-W H~ 
?£~/ay. - lR./)( = )lALJMl 

"L kl H~ - oHl( /dil 
olilt'/or -OHl/O)< 

6H'1/"dx -ikt.t Hx 

Defining voltage and current variables 

we have 

[~I 0 J- - [~ +i.~'tJ Jl oV/ox -
- 0 -~w Jx. - -lkJ 0 

6V/dl: -(~kJ -l~J Jx [~I 0 J -
- 0 -fp.w J~ -

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

(3.30) 

(3.29) can be re-written in terms of admittances as 

J
x 

= - (i/(k~-k~)) [[~W_;j ?Mjd)C + [~kd; ~'t}JVJO~} 

_(I/(~_ k~)) {[~\ -~~(NIO)( + [~w _:]-OV!01 

(3.3la) 

J = z 
(3.3lb) 

The cross coupling network elements for these electromagnetic 
equations are shown in Figure 3.6. The remaining network 
elements as shown in Figure 3.4 are listed below in Table 3.2. 

o E~ hodes 
o H~ node.s 

Y; =: -ik't/( kL_ k;) 
Y2- = + l~~/(/f-k\) 

Figure 3.6 Cross coupling network elements for E.M. representation 
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Table 3.2 

Transmission Surface Network Elements for Electromagnetic Fields 

H 
Y network E network y 

Yx = [~fLw/(RL- k;)] b~ 1M 
Yi := [~w / (It -k;) ] t.Yj /).2 

YJ( :c [_(f/(/~L_ ~~)] L'li/.1X 

Y ~ -[-vi ( k2 
- k~ ) J M / M 

Y = )1A~ bY-b? Y - ()' fjX~t 
When k equals zero, the cross coupling admittances also 
becomeYzero and the two sets of polarizations are decoupled. 
This is the usual approximation made in low frequency problems 
such as magnetotellurics. What the network also shows us is 
that the two polarizations (TE and TM modes) are decoupled in 
a homogeneous medium even when k f O. This comes about because 
of the balance between the crossYcoupling elements. Figure 3.6 
shows that a Yl elements is always in parallel with a Y2 element, 

and since Yl = -Y 2 their effects cancel out and decouples the 

two networks. 

At a boundary ,however , one element will represent one 
medium, and the parallel element a different medium so that 
Yl ~ Y2 and coupling occurs. These results are not as easily 

seen in the original equations since the cancelling currents 
are actually different electric and magnetic field components. 
It is an example of the insights that one can gain from the 
organization of a network representation from the original field 
equations. Further insights can be gained from the network 
theorems that apply to these representations, some of which will 
be discussed in Chapter V. 

Three Dimensional Transmission Volume Examples 

In most cases computer time and memory limitations make 
full three dimensional modelling impractical, but the network 
analogies are still useful conceptually. The vector equations 
of transmission systems given in (3.22) are applicable to 
three dimensional systems. Potential problems, diffusion 
problems, and acoustic problems are directly represented as 
transmission systems as can be seen from the equations in 
Table 1.1. 

The seismic equations given in equation (3.7) are also 
represented as transmission systems but cross terms appear. 
transmission current variables are 

Px~ 

The 

p~~ :: J~ (3.32a) 

Fli 
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and the voltage variables are 

[~)= V (3.32b) 

From the momentum equation we have uncoupled admittance to 
ground proportional to lWP. The stress equations show 
symmetric cross coupling between the three transmission systems. 
These equations are simply extensions of the two dimensional 
case given in equation (3.26). 

Our analogy breaks down for the three dimensional electro
magnetic equations. One cannot organize the equations into 
divergence like and gradient like operators. In a provocative 
article (Branin, 1966) Branin has shown that a higher dimensional 
extension of network theory is applicable, but the usefulness 
of this approach has not been explored. 

Error Analysis of Network Approximation 

In order to compare the behavior of a transmission line 
with that of its network approximate we must compare both the 
impedances and the propagation behavior. The impedance of 
the transmission line, K is given as (tly)'!Z.. For an infinite 
network, since the impedance at one node will act as the terminating 
impedance for the previous section we have for a T network 

This reduces to 

or 

Thus the fractional error in K is given approximately as 

Ai</I< 
2. Z. 

R lit /6 
The change in current and voltage as we move through the 
network can also be compared with the transmission line. 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

-lIz z. ( 3/2 3 ) 
I at node n+l = I at node n (1± (zy) Al:+ZYhr./2 ~ zy) ~l18 (3.36) 
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In a transmission line 

I at 1 +~"t = 

k
3 3. 

Thus the fractional error in one node spacing: b2/24 

After n nodes or a distance L = n 6'i 

fractional error in I ;- (kL/3 )( kZ"'I/a) 
The same results apply to 11 networks. 

For the two dimensional networks the k value that 
should be used in 3.35 and 3.39 is the k component in the 
direction of the spacing. Thus for a problem where the 
propagation is mostly vertical one can use much larger 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

horizontal spacinqs than vertical spacings. Near inhomogeneities 
where reflected and refracted fields are set up one has to 
tighten up the horizontal spacing as well. 
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Chapter IV. Network Analysis 

Topology 

Kirchoff node current equations 

Figure 4.1 

sum of currents into any node = 0 

z" a k · 
i. = 0 

. J J 
J 

a kj = + 

a kj = -
= 0 

1 if 

1 if 

if i. 
J 

i. leaving k node 
J 

i. into k node 
J 

does not connect with k 

~ + 

\_---..-0 V f' oft 
~-

tro rT 

Current and voltage drop conventions 

a kj called branch-node incidence matrix 

n nodes, q branches 
n rows of A are not independent since 

as each branch is incident on 2 nodes 
one with + 1, the other with - 1 a.value 

IJ 
a.. row = - Z. a k · 

1J k~i J 

There are however (n-l) independent rows or rank of a .. 
is n-l. 1J 

Proof of rank of a .. 
1J 

Form a tree by connecting n nodes with n-l branches that 
form no loops 

i 

4 

3 

Canonical numbering of tree 
1st branch from node 1 to node n 
2nd branch from node 1 to node 2 

(4.1 ) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
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isolated nodes treated last 

3rd branch from node (lor 2) to node 3 
4th branch from node (lor 2 or 3) to node 4 etc. 

Remainder of branches numbered arbitrarily 
a .. must now have the form. 
~J 

.t1 
o ±1 
o 0 :! 1 
. ,. 0 '. :t1 . . 

:tl 
Every row of Ab is obviously independent, therefore (n-l) 

independent rows in A. 
(4.1) can now be written Ablb = -Ae Ie (excluding nth equation) 

a - ... since Ab non-singular 

~~ if q branches, q-(n-l) branch currents, I~) can be 
used to determine all currents. 

Mesh Currents 

Consider our tree, each remaining q-(n-l) branches will 
form a loop. Define loop or mesh currents each of which 
traverses one and only one of independent € branches. 

(4.4) 

Each loop uniquely defined by leaving remaining e branches 
open, and each loop independent since at least the E part of 
loop devoid of any other loop currents. 

Figure 4.3. Mesh currents around tree. 

Each branch current = sum of mesh currents across branch 

Ib = B'IL 

[ 
'1 I~ = ElL E = identity matrix 

B = ~ branch-mesh incident matrix 
+1 if branch and mesh are common and in same direction 

(4 .5) 

-1 if branch and mesh are common and in opposite direction 
o if branch and mesh are not common , 

Since IL = Ie ' Ib = B I~ and _A- l A = B' 
b E 

(4.6) 
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Kirchoff Loop Voltage Equations 

~ voltage drops around loop = 0 
Using same orientation for voltage drop as for current we can 
write 

~B .. V.=O 
1J 1 

or 

BT = [B,T E] has rank f = q-(n-l) since E has € independent 
rows. 

or 

From (4.7) 

B'T Vb + E V£ 

~ V = _B'T V 
,. E: b 

o 

we have (n-l) independent voltage drops and 4.8 is the dual 
or transpose relationship of (4.4) or (4.6). 

Ohm's Law 

Up to this point our network relationships have been 
purely topological ones and do not involve any details con
cerning the actual values of voltage or current. To bridge 
the gap between the topological relations and the actual 
voltage and current values one must add the laws concerning 
the behavior of the network elements 

V = ZI or I = YV 

(4.7) 

(4 .8) 

(4.9) 

When transformers are absent (or gyrators) Z or Yare diagonal 
matrices. 

Thus we can write 

[:~=[:b :]t:1 ' ~:1 =[:b :J[::) 
Using 4.6, 4.8 and 4.10 

, 
Vb = ZbB I~ 

IE. = -Yt rf T Vb 

Transmission System Admittance Matrices 

Transmission system networks have a specially simple 
topology. Ground represents a cornmon node which connects to 

(4.10) 

(4.11a) 

(4.l1b) 
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each of the other node points. Thus we can construct a tree 
from all the branches that connect ground to the other node 
points. In this system the independent mesh currents are then 
the current variables of the transmission system, and the 
independent branch voltages are the voltage variables of the 
transmission system. The ground node is numbered as n in this 
system. A common boundary value problem will consist of assigning 
voltage or current values at the boundary. This can be simulated 
by current sources into the boundary nodes. 

If current sources J are added and if the ground node 
is the nth node, the curren~ equation (4.l) can be wirtten as 

From 4.10 and 4.11 this can be written as 

IT 
[AbYb - AGYEB ]Vb = J b 

(4.la) 

(4.l2a) 

If a voltage source ~B (from node to ground) is added this can 
be simulated by a current source 

giving 

Current sources across nodes simply become equal but opposite 
currents into the two nodes. Voltage sources, ~E , between 
nodes require a modification of equation (4.10) as 

VE = Ze I~ + ~f 

If = Y€; (VIS -~) = - Ye; If TVb - YE ~E 
giving 

Two Dimensional Network Solutions 

The network admittance equations (4.12) have the form 

YV = J 

The simple connectivity of a network allows one to determine 

(4.l2b) 

(4.l2c) 

(4.l2d) 

Y by inspection without going through the formal step of 
defining branch-node and branch-mesh incident matrices. One 
simply has to remember that (4.l2d) is expressing the continuity 
of current. This gives the following rule for the elements of 
the admittance matrix Y. 
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Diagonal elements Y .. 
~~ 

= ~ all admi tt.anc:es connected to node 
i includ;. ng admittance from node 

Off-diagonal elements Y .. = 
~J 

i to ground 
- admittance value connecting 
node i to j. 

When voltage sources'{)B' are included (4.l2b), the ground 
admittance of the nodes involved is doubled. 

For rectangular networks one can group the nodes together 
into rows or columns. This allows one to consider the network 
as a transmission line. This concept is especially useful when 
all the measurements and sources are on one edge of the network. 

across a row or column can be 
Figure 4.4 where a column of T 

Figure 4.4 Column section of two-dimensional network 

Let AV' represent the current lost from II due to flow 
away from the center through conductances Y." Y .. , and Y jk · JJ lJ 

(Yll + y 12) - Y12 0 0 " .. 

.~ Thus A = -Y12 ( Y 12 + Y22 + Y 23) - Y23 
(4.l3a) 

0 - Y23 
" • r 

[:1 o "1 Let Z = Z ··0 (4.l3b) 2 
f 

0# 

o • 
Then 

vI 1 = VI - "2 Z II (4.14a) 

12 = II - AV I (4.14b) 

VI 1 (4.l4c) V2 = - 2ZI 2 
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Note that 12 is defined in the same direction as II' which is 
contrary to the usual port conventions, but is necessary for, 
defining consistent analogies between currents and the physical 
fields they are representing. 

Combining the equations we have for the transmission matrix 

where 

l::J = 2Tl [ :~l 
I<E + ~ ZA) - (z + t ZAZ ~ 
I - A (E + 2" AZ)J 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

The submatrices of T are all tri-diagonal. For networks 
involving cross-coupling these procedures are more complicated. 

Greenfield Algorithm 

When the measurement edge is the long dimension, or when 
sources are located throughout,many of the advantages of using 
transmission matrices are lost. It is still useful to group 
the network into rows or columns (whichever have the fewest 
nodes) and efficient solutions of (4.12d) can be obtained. When 
the network is divided up into rows or columns (4.12d) takes the 
form 

r-

! Al C12 

C12 A2 

YV = 0 C23 

(j 

L-. 

0 

C23 

, 

C mn 

0 

C mn 

A n 

,. = 

J 
n 

(4.17) 

The A matrices have the same form as (4.13a), except that the 
diagonal elements are augmented by the conductances connecting 
the node to its neighbor rows or columns. C .. is a diagonal 
matrix whose elements are the negative of theJconductances 
connecting the ith and jth rows or columns. V. and J. are the 
voltages and source currents at each node of t~e ith lrow or 
column. 

Y can be decomposed into two triangular matrices 

rI , 

u
1 

----; 
0 Oi G12 0 j ., 

I 1 
I 

Y = EF E = \ E12 I 

°1 
F = F2 G:l.~ I 

~ 0 E23 Ii 
• I 

I ___ 1 

(4.l8) 

Let FV = Z (4.19) 
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Therefore (4.17) becomes EZ = J 

To find E and F we have starting with P1 = A1 

G .. = 
~J 

E .. = 
~J 

Fi+1 = 

c .. 
~J 

-1 
C .. F. 

1 J 1 

A ~t1 - E ~ (raj 

(4.20) 

(4.20a) 

(4.20b) 

(4.20c) 

If E .. and F.- l are saved we have an efficient procedure 1J 1 
for determining the effects of any source configuration. 
Starting with Zl = J l we determine Z as 

z. = J. - E .. J. 
J J 1J 1 

V is now given by 

Vn Fn 
-1 

Z n 

V. -1 V. ) = F. (Z . -G .. 
l. 1 1 1J J 

(4.21) 

(4.22a) 

(4.22b) 

If only one source configuration is involved (4.21) can 
be performed with (4.20) and onlv F.-l needs to be saved. When 

~ 1 

we consider the inverse boundary value problem the need for 
multiple source configurations will become apparent. 
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Chapter v. Telegen's Theorem and Applications 

There exists an interesting and useful relationship 
in circuit analysis known as Telegen's Theorem. This is a 
very general relationship which leads to a wide range of 
applications. A recent book entitled "Telegen's Theorem 
and Electrical Networks" (Penfield, Spence and Duinker, 1970) 
explores a wide range of applications and demonstrates 
the versatility of the theorem. We will use their symbols 
and nomenclature. We are especially interested in the reciprocity 
relationships and the sensitivity analysis as these relate 
directly to the inverse boundary value problem. These 
relationship are also conceptually useful in understanding 
relationships of the physical systems which are modelled by 
networks. 

Proof of Telegen's Theorem 

Kirchoff's voltage law was given as 

BTV = 0 

From the branch-mesh relationships (4.5) and (4.6) we also 
have 

I = BI 
E 

Thus if we consider the sum of voltage drop-current products 
we can write from (5.1) and (4.7) 

lTV = I TBTV = 0 
E 

If we separate out those node pairs we will consider as ports 
and use the port convention for current and voltage which 
is opposite to that for circuit elements we have 

= 

Current sources and voltage sources are taken care of by 
the ports. 

This relationship is a topological one involving only 
the divergenceless nature of i and the curl free nature of 
V. It does not depend on the nature of the interconnecting 
elements, only on the arrangement of the connections. In 
fact it is not necessary for the currents and voltages to 
represent the actual currents and voltages of the network. 
i could be the current of one network and if the voltage drops 
of another network as long as the two networks had the same 
topology. 

(4 • 7) 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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Thus we can generalize (5.3) by introducing Kir9poff 
current operatorsJ.! and Kirchoff voltage operators J\!I 
which transform any currents and voltages which obey Kirchoff's 
laws into new currents and voltages which also obey these laws. 

General Telegen Theorem f Jl ir J\!. L'p :: ~ A' ['f/- Jl'l.FoI.. (5.4) 

Reciprocity of Linear Networks 

If we consider two different sets of currents (iI, i 2
) 

and voltages ( IJ'I lJ2.. ) in the same network we have from 
Telegen's theorem 

(
:L ".1 "2.. i) (1 1 ,2.. 'L V ') 

~ l f ~ - If> VI' = g.. . (0£ Vat - LoL " ( 5 • 5 ) 

If the network elements are all linear and reciprocal 
I 2.. ~\Jl Lot. V" =- (ot VO(. (S. 6) 

therefore ~ (; v,;"l. =- ! l; U, I (5. 7) 

The relationship between the port current and voltages is 
the port admittance or impedance matrix 

I = Y V 
P P 

V = Z I 
P P 

Let (il,V l
) represent the current and voltages when port j 

(5.8a) 

(S.8b) 

has a unit2voltage and all the other ports are short circuited 
and let (i ,V~) represent the case with a unit voltage on i 
and all other ports short circuited. Thus we have from (S.8a) 

. I 
1. = Y .. 

. 2 
1. = Y .. 1 1J J J1 

Y .. = Y .. 
1J J1 

(S. 9) and (5.7) gives 

As an example let us consider the seismic network system as 
given in (3.22). The network currents are equal to the 
stress components times an area and LpUP has the form 

lpV, -: U· 01" LlS (5.l0a) 

Circuit ground is used as the other node of each port pair. 
u is the vector displacement and n1ris the stress vector 
distribution on the boundary element ~5. Thus for instance 
on the x face ltV, includes \!Xlix I Vy~x ,and v'l"Prx 

If interior current sources are included and those nodes are 
also considered port nodes, the stress unbalance represented 
by the current source has the form of a body face. 

(S.IOb) 
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where F is the body force and 6 V is the volume element. 
Thus a current source at a U~ node causes a net ~ 
on the volume represented by the node since that current 
causes unbalances in Rtx AyAt. / FY, fjXAl/ and.. Fyi J)XA'/ • 

If we write (5.7) in the limit of a finer and finer net
work representation we have 

S5 [U,,~ - Ul~r, ] JS = - fIf[ U/' F; - U2 ' F,] Jv (5.11) 

This is the seismic reciprocity relationship for sinusoidal 
solutions (Gangi, 1970). 

The two dimensional electromagnetic network system (3.28) 
can be shown to lead to an equivalent relationship 

This relationship is still valid in three dimensional 
problems even though our network analogy breaks down. 

Green's functions and their reciprocity relationships 
can be obtained by considering point sources. In our 
seismic case, for instance, if we assume homogeneous boundary 
conditions and delta function body forces in (5.ll) we have 

G .. (P, Q) = G .. (0, p) 
1J J 1 

where G .. (P, Q) means the velocity component U2 at P due 
to a unt~ point force F. at Q. 

J 

Sensitivity of Port Impedances 

In the inverse boundary value problem one is attempting 
to determine interior properties on the basis of boundary 
measurements. One method of obtaining such solutions is to 

(5.12) 

(5.l3) 

begin with a starting model and a differential analysis of how 
small changes in the model effect the boundary values. These 
derivatives are then used to estimate the model changes needed to 
reduce the errors between the model predictions and the measured 
boundary values. A perturbation of the model can be approximated 
by an appropriate source in an otherwise unperturbed model. In 
Chapter IV it was shown how for two dimensional networks one 
could efficiently solve for the effect of different sources, 
once a basic solution was obtained. This efficiency is further 
increased, however, if one makes use of reciprocity relations, 
for then it becomes necessary to solve for sources only at 
the measurement positions. These results can be arrived at 
directly from Telegen's theorem. 

For small changes of impedance one can write 

T Z S Z ~ ..L S (21) - ~ 1 (Z I ) 

or ILdZ "- I rv - JI V 
(5.l4a) 

(5.l4b) 
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For multiport networks we have also 

~ ..A! [r1l.
211 S lff -; 22{A\,H.A\ In) - .A'zSIQ A'lpZrt] 

p~ r 6 ,. 
for symmetric Zpq this becomes 

~{J.'lrA:tlt Slrl ::: ~J'lrX\)Vp -i il'Vt ji~SIt 
Applying Telegen's theorem (5.4) to R.H.S. 

l ' \ L \' Z <: 'li - i I r! <;. l l ' 'L' Z f'" .:...-2- < j Ir j L .lab :: G.. .. .1 lot JL d Vol - c . J v~ j , ()Jt2-, c:. b VGl ~ B i ,/ (J r ~ I . 

Applying (5.l5b) to R.H.S. 

'\ 1 
If ..-i};z. represents currents due to a unit por't current at i 
and -'\., represents a unit port current at j ,and if ZC><.(). 
is diagonal (no transformers) then \J 

'Z" :: JA I T tZ -l~ ~ Z~ 
() I j . L - 0( ~ .- -. --

or 
- A (Z I'Z ") l'- tl- \ (i Z ~ .x n Z'J :': ot ij.,,/ l.~ J 10( d..t¥\ ()(. 

Equation (5.18) shows us that if we are only interested in 

(5.l5a) 

(5.l5b) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.l8a) 

(5.l8b) 

port impedances at m ports, the sensitivity matrix can be 
determined by looking at the network solutions for m excitations. 

Equations (5.16) and (5.17) could be reorganized to give 

~ ~ .. 1' If Jt 11, S Z rt :.0 - ~ { ~ VI? JLI.VI)I. ~ Yol(3 
thus b ~-Z ~; I hl.\! 'Y 

d ij :. -- .)L \'o(.JL v~ C;> 0{ 

.AVo< can be represented as Z~L and ..A.L~ as Z ~j 
\' - zt Zl ~V 

thU/S <:\ Z,J '::: - O(l oc:j 0 /'X 
~~l can be considered a port impedance simply by placing a 
port across the ~ branch. If ports are defined across every 
branch we can also define Z~~ as the voltage induced across 
the 0( branch by current sources placed across the /3 branch. 
Thus from (5.21) we have f 

,,/ . I z/ \ ' oZ · -;; - Z ~£ 0 y~, 
(3(. ~/?J ~ "\ 

From (5.21) and (5.22) we can write 

L / / / Z I / Z / Z I . '0 Z;J: d V~, 'o~~ .:: Z . Z . -t- Z 
/ c,.. / !;:'J (30\. (3 L of. J \)( l ,~ iX (3j 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 
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This can be extended to higher derivatives. To use 
this formulation, however, the network must be solved for 
current sources across every branch, not just the ports 
at which we wish to determine the impedance changes. 
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Chapter VI. Inverse Boundary Value Problem. 

In the past most of the efforts in dealing with inverse 
boundary value problems have been concerned with methods 
for finding a solution. For some problems, such as the 
seismic refraction problem in a region of increasing velocity 
with depth, formal solutions have existed for a long time. 
More recently it has become known that a whole class of one 
dimensional reflection or scattering inverse problems are 
formally solvable by the Gel'fand-Levitan algorithm (I.M. Gel'fand 
and B.M. Levitan, 1955). Most inverse problems are solved 
by iter~tion schemes, however. The iteration method exposes 
an important aspect of the inverse problem, the non unique-
ness of the solution or the resolving power of the data. Our 
understanding and appreciation of these factors have been 
greatly aided by the pioneering work of Backus and Gilbert 
(Backus, G.E., and J.F. Gilbert, 1967, 1968, and 1970). A 
recent excellent review of this approach using matrix notation 
is given by Wiggins (R.A. Wiggins, 1972). 

Direct methods for solving inverse boundary value problems 
in two or more dimensions are still lacking, but the iteration 
schemes are in principal not limited. Equation (5.18) shows 
us that one can determine a sensitivity matrix efficiently 
even for two dimensional problems which makes the iteration 
scheme quite practical. 

If our observed field gives us z~~s and our model 
. model 1J 

preo1cts Z.. , then we can make a correction to the 
" 1J 

model b[Y solving the] equations Z ob) Z .i'l1od..~L 
d Z i J / () Z 0(. ~ Z 0( = iJ - 'J 

For most problems it is best to deal with logarithmic 
variations as this weights the data and parameters uniformly 

[oQn ZiJ/o.QnZ((J~.Qnlo( :: ~n(Zi~~)/ZijoJ.el) 

If our model is very close to correct (6.2) should lead to 
a good fit. In general one has t~ iterate this procedure 
by recomputing a new set of Z .. mo e values and a new 

1J 
sensitivity matrix, [ dQt'l liJ" /7:> QI'l Zo<. ], using the 
new model values~. Thus this procedure for solving the 
inverse problem is not a linear procedure. Nevertheless 
some very important insights into the nature of the inverse 
problem can be gained by studying the properties of the 
linear system (6.1) or (6.2). 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 
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General Matrix Analysis 

Following closely Lanczos (C. Lanczos, 1961), consider 
an n x m matrix A (n rows, m columns) and the solution 
of the matrix equation 

Ay = b 

From A form an expanded Hermitian matrix 

S{~ ~J where A = (A~)T 

The eigenvalues of S must be real, 
satisfy the coupled equations 

and the eigenvectors 

A Lfl - "At Lii. 

A U L - At Vi. 

r~'J If L(,L satisfy (6.4) for eigenvalue Ai 
then G~~] satis[~y __ ( 6~)] [f~ ]eigen~alue 
Also Slnce U2 lit.. u': :: () Ij 

[

v"- \,A- J r I--
ifc (). L-JJ :c 0 and 

we have from (6.sa) + (6.Sb) 
~ 

lft UJ- - S~ (renormalized) 

and from (6.Sa) - (6.Sb) 
. ..r-

The (m + n) eigenvectors of S can be arranged in the 
following order 

~i I ~ ! 
u-l L = I .. · f 

_. ~i' ()'; - tii t =, ". -f 
i l I 

0, u:(o) 0 L -:: I .- tn-p 
t , 

0, 0 
U(PJ i:/I··n-f 

I 
(. 

."..,. 

p is the rank of matrix A(and A) 

(6.3) 

(6.4a) 

( 6 • 4b) 

(6.5) 

(6. sb) 

(6.6a) 

(6 . 6b) 

(6.7) 

2.. ..-. ,A.; 

From (6.4) we see that A are eigenvalues for AA and AA which are 
t.. 
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n x nand m x m Hermitian matrices. 

Therefore 

We separate out the eigenvectors associated with non zero 
eigenvalues from those associated with zero eigenvalues and 
consider two spaces for V and U 

Vf space 

V(o) space 

Uf space 

lfo}space 

- [U, ... Ur ] 

co [t1~"I,.. ()lPj'rJ 
The matrix A destroys VCo)space vectors, therefore the solution 
Ay = b is non unique if any V~)exists. 

The matrix A cannot create any U~)space vectors, therefore 
(6.3) is incompatible if b is comprised of any U~}space. 
1his poses real problems in seeking solutions to (6.3). 
One way out is the generalized matrix inverse. One can take 
care of non uniqueness by many methods, but one natural way 
is to consider the solution that is devoid of any V~) space 
vectors. For our inverse boundary value problem this is 
equivalent to finding a solution to (6.2) that involves the 
least change in the model. 

No exact solution can be obtained if b has any tti1 
vectors, but a smallest error solution in the least squared 
sense is obtained by solving 

Ay = b l where bi = b -- [U tol
] [U(c)] b 

i.e. b ' is projection of b on U space 
P I n-p p 

Thus if b = ;E. bl- ili + ~ I~} 11~) 
/ 

the generalized solution is 

Lf ( ::: e ~ lft· //\ i ~ 
or I I .......... 

'1' :: v" iCf ~? b 
where 

Ar [Ala ;J -

Since (6.4a) can be written 

AVp = UrAp 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 
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and (6.6b) can be written 

U U = E (identity matrix) p p p (6.l3) 

we have 

(6.l4) 

and our generalized inverse operator can be written as 
. .A- • t ""'-

A inverse - Vr (Up A Vr r Ur (6.15) 

The squelching of the V~)space is especially important in 
the inversion scheme for the improvement in the fit implied 
by solving (6.2) will only hold up if the changes made in 
the model are small. If ~)is not excluded strongly, arbitrarily 
large model changes might result and (6.2) would not be 
accurate. As an example suppose ~~)represented a change in 
the thickness of a thin surface layer which was too thin to 
influence the data. If we did not suppress V~) we might 
make this layer so thick that it influenced the model results 
and the new model could be worse than the original model. 

Even non zero eigenvalues can be troublesome if they are 
too small. Let us choose some arbitrary dividing line between 
large and small eigenvalues, ''\ > r > "'\ 

A (} J /1 t -" c /l€ [ 

-Ap ~ [()tJL
G 

I Vf :: [V'G \IE], Ur= llt Ute] 

If b has any appreciable bt,~ would be too large for 
(6.2) to work. Thus a more practical inverse operator would 
be 

A inverse = V,! (il~ A V~ r l 
(1, 

The optimum size of E depends on the nature of the problem 
and the nature of the data. The use of (6.2) rather than 
(6.1) is helpful, however, in bringing some uniformity to 
the procedure for determining~. Because of the homogeneous 
nature of the network equations t~e row sums of the matrix 
["Qn 1'J I e>Q.n t:QI.. J add up to unl ty. In most cases the 
terms are also all positive. It can then be shown that the 
max A~l. In problems where large errors in the data or 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

in the model justification exist, a modest cut-off at E :0.25 
may be necessary. When close fits to the data are being 
achieved, this restriction can be relaxed somewhat. 
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(6.18) requires one to make a complete eigenvector 
analysis. An approximation to (6.18) can be arrived at very 
simply however. Since A destroys ().(o) 1 the least square 
error problem can be stated as 

is. A ~ :: Ab (6.19) 

The V@) space problem can be circumvented by considering 
AA + €'"Em This has the same eigenvectors Vr I Vlo ) 

as AA but the eigenvalues become A~ + E 2. 

Thus if (A A I- E 2. I: ) ~ '/ Ab == 

then f 'Ai hi . II 2- U; if = ~ [2..t- t 2-
L 

I (6.20) 

Comparing (6.20) to (6.11) we find 

l(' :: [)~/n;rEl.)] if"' (6.21) 

The solution (6.20) is obtained from the operator 

A inverse = (AA ~ E"L£ riA (6.22) 

This operator eliminates the effects of U~/and Vic) and reduces 
the effects of Ve- and U6 and is thus similar to but not 
exactly equal to (6.l8). 

Finding a solution is only part of the inverse problem, 
one must also have some idea about the range of possible 
solutions. This inf~mation is also contained in the inverse 
operator in as far as the linearization is valid. 

Let yH be our particular solution and y be any 
possible solution in the~ast squares sense. 

Thus Y I, _ (AA of t L[ )-1 A b 

and AA ~ = l\b 
Combining (6.23) and (6.24) we have 

it 
Y = Cy 

C = [A inverse]A 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

(6.26) 
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Thus the particular solution is obtainable by a single matrix 
operator from any of the possible solutions. The nature 
of this operator C gives us the desired information about 
the resolution of our model. If a row of C is essentially 
like a row of E, i.e. if the diagonal element is close to 
one and the other elements are close to zero, then that 
parameter is well resolved and unique. If the row has power, 
but it is distributed among several elements, that parameter 
is poorly resolvable from the data and only average properties 
are determined. If the row is essentially null, that parameter 
is not represented in the data. 
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